Bathroom Vocabulary Words

Bathtub
Bucket
Bath toys
mirror
Comb
Clothesline
Clothespin
Laundry basket
Shower
Soap
Electric razor
Hair dryer
Hair brush
Measuring jug
Q-tip
Razor
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Animal Vocabulary Words

Pigeon               Kangaroo               Puppy                         Otter

Horse                  Kitten                Parrot                      Goose

Shrimp              Flamingo                  Walrus                      Panda

Starfish

Arctic wolf

Gorilla

Woodpecker
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Bedroom Vocabulary Words

Alarm clock        bed                            Blanket                Pillow
Mirror                      sofa                        footboard        Trundle bed
Headboard      Box spring        dressing table    fan
Lamp                       curtain                   photo frame       chair
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kitchen Vocabulary Words

Knife                        glove                      pedal bin          microwave

Teapot          Refrigerator               grill                       teacup

Dinner table          spoon         saucer                chopping board

Cleaver             toaster                          kettle              blender
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